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Second in the Justice Series. In the dynamic double sequel to Shield of Justice and A Matter of Trust, Det. Sgt. Rebecca Frye struggles to
return to duty after a near fatal shooting. Joining forces with enigmatic computer consultant J.T. Sloan, Rebecca accepts a temporary
assignment with a Federal task force investigating an Internet child pornography ring. Rebecca's obsession with finding her partner's killer
and her involvement in the multi-jurisdictional investigation threaten both her life and her new relationship with Doctor Catherine Rawlings.
When Catherine becomes professionally involved and an attempt on the life of a task force member ensues, the pursuit of justice becomes a
deadly race against time.
While Detective Lt. Rebecca Frye’s elite unit attempts to uncover the connection between the local organized crime syndicate and a human
trafficking ring, she and her team, and those they love, unwittingly become targets. As part of the operation, Dellon Mitchell goes undercover
with a young woman posing as her lover—a woman with a secret agenda who puts Mitchell's personal and professional life at risk. Before
long, the hunters and the hunted are caught in a complex web of double-crosses and desire where the lines between good and evil blur, and
justice may be the ultimate victim.
"In his annual lecture to second year medical students, Dr. Fred Berlin describes an interview he had, early in his career, with a man whom
he was evaluating following the man's arrest for child sexual abuse. Halfway through the interview, the arrested man interrupted Dr. Berlin's
questions and said, You know, Doctor, your society takes a newborn baby boy; gathers family and friends, takes a knife and without any
anesthesia cuts skin off the tip of his penis. This is accepted as a religious act. I bend over and kiss that same penis, and I am arrested as a
child sexual abuser. Can you explain that to me? (Berlin, 2000)"-In this red-hot collection of first anal sex stories from explicit erotica publisher Mmmmore Productions, you’ll find five beautiful girls bent over
and taking it in the tiniest, tightest hole! Whether you want it sweet and sexy or rough and reluctant, you’ll get what you’re looking for here.
Double penetration, overwhelmed women—it’s all part and parcel of bent over backdoor bliss! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit
descriptions of sexual activity during various first anal sex encounters. It includes stranger sex, bondage, wife share, handcuffs, rough sex,
reluctant sex, mmf threesome sex, double team sex, hair pulling, spanking, domination, submission, forced semen swallowing, BDSM, and
double penetration. It is intended for mature readers who will not be offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Kate Beecher, a young woman from Boston, looks ahead with a sense of restless longing to the life her family and friends expect her to
embrace. She doesn't know what she wants, or who, until she moves with her family to the wild Montana Territory of the 1860's. Just
eighteen and quietly struggling against the social constraints of the era, Kate meets a woman who fires first her imagination, and then her
dreams. Jessie Forbes, a fiercely independent but touchingly tender rancher, finds in Kate the passion she had unknowingly sought all her
life. This is the story of their struggle to love in a land and time as cruel as it was beautiful.
The Montana frontier of the 1860s might be dangerous, but only if you have something to lose. Dr. Vance Phelps lost everything in the War
Between the States—her professional future, her place in Philadelphia society, and her faith in herself. She travels to New Hero, Montana with
no hero of happiness and no desire for anything except forgetting. Mae is a frontier madam, used to standing alone. She fiercely guards the
well-being of the lost young women who come under her care—she just never expected one of them to be a doctor, wounded in body and
soul. Can two outcasts find refuge in one another’s hearts?
Pornography on or off the stage is an inflammatory issue, and one which is deeply linked to theatrical representation throughout history. Sex
industry worker and performance artist Annie Sprinkle attempts to reclaim the agency of her own body.

Cinema might not be able to help heal a broken nation but it can definitely help revisit a nation’s past, reframe its present and reimagine its future. This is the first book-length study on what has become an internationally acclaimed strand in contemporary
Greek cinema. Psaras examines how this particular trend can be thought of as an integral aesthetic response to the infamous
Greek crisis, illuminating its fundamental ideological aspects by means of a queer critique of national politics. Drawing on a wide
range of methodological approaches from queer theory, film theory, ethical philosophy and psychoanalysis, this volume sheds light
on the way the Greek Weird Wave challenges, deconstructs and re-imagines traditional notions of Greekness, the Greek nation
and the Greek patriarchal family. This is achieved through close textual analysis of the subversive thematics and idiosyncratic
forms of six films made by some of the best-known and most celebrated contemporary Greek directors including Dogtooth (2009)
and Alps (2011) by Yorgos Lanthimos, Strella (2009) by Panos H. Koutras, and Attenberg (2010) by Athina-Rachel Tsangaris.
Love has a way of derailing the best of plans. Wynter Thompson, divorced with a young child, struggles to balance the demands of
her surgical residency with the responsibilities of motherhood -and between the two, discovers there is little time left for anything
else. She manages to convince herself that she has everything she needs, because another chance at love is definitely not in her
game plan. Pearce Rifkin is a woman with a plan, and it doesn’t include a serious relationship. Chief Surgical Resident is just a
stepping stone to her lifelong goal - chairmanship at one of the top ten medical centers. Determined to follow in her father’s
footsteps, even though she isn’t the son he dreamed of, Pearce has no time for romance. Two women with nothing in common
but a shared passion for surgery clash at every opportunity, especially when matters of the heart are suddenly at stake.
The ultimate guide to DVD by the world's leadding authority on the medium.
Plunged into the often indistinguishable realms of fiction, fantasy, and hidden desires, Auden Frost discovers a shifting landscape
that will force her to question everything she has believed to be true about herself and the nature of love. It began one winter
morning when Auden set out to interview for a much-needed position as an editor in the nonfiction division of Palmer Publishing.
Haydon Palmer, however, the powerful young head of the company, offers Auden something far different—something that
ultimately forces them both to confront their deepest fears and utmost desires. Unable to resist Hays's challenge and unaware of
the charismatic woman's closely-guarded secrets, Auden soon finds herself on a journey that will transform both their lives.
Saxon Sinclair, the broodingly secretive Chief of Trauma at a busy Manhattan hospital is less than pleased to learn that her new
resident is going to be the subject of a documentary film. The arrival of Jude Castle, a fiery independent filmmaker, soon sets
sparks flying as the two driven women clash both personally and professionally. Both have secrets they have spent a lifetime
guarding, and both have chosen careers over love. Forced together on the battleground between life and death, passion strikes
without warning, and they find themselves struggling with both desire and destiny.
A devastating hurricane brings insurance investigator Ashley Walker back to Provincetown, the last place she wants to be. Not
only must she deal with the dangerous consequences of the natural disaster, she has to fight her soul-shattering need for the
woman she left behind. While Reese Conlon and Tory King deal with the challenges of a community in turmoil, a new threat
emerges that proves to be even more deadly than the ravaging storm. A silent killer stalks the night, drawing ever closer to the one
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woman he believes to be his. Soon, no woman is safe, including Tory. The sixth in the Lambda Literary Award-winning
Provincetown Tales.
The third book in the Honor Series. US Secret Service Agent Cameron Roberts has more than one secret that could destroy her
career, not the least of which is that she’s in love with the president’s daughter. Blair Powell, the first daughter, returns the feeling
despite her ambivalence about Cam’s role as her security chief, particularly in the aftermath of an assassination attempt that
nearly cost Cam her life. In this third book of the Honor series, Blair and Cam struggle to protect their relationship from intensified
media exposure even as they are unwillingly drawn into a shadowy conspiracy that puts Cam’s career and the president’s
political future at risk. When Cam's previous lover resurfaces to offer support and solace, the president's daughter and her security
chief are faced with difficult choices as they battle a tangled web of Washington intrigue for...love and honor.
Leslie Harris's visit to her upstate New York lakeside family home after a decade of triumphs and disappointment resembles a
nightmare more than the quiet vacation she'd herod for. The unexpected appearance of much-changed town ero girl Devon
Weber, with whom Leslie shares a secret that haunts them both, rekindles an old heart ache—and reminds Leslie of just why she
left. Even though her attraction to Dev comes roaring back, the one thing Leslie doesn't want is to pick up where they left off,
especially not when she already has just the life she wants—a rewarding high-power law practice, a condo in Manhattan, and a
lover who satisfies her without demanding the intimacy Leslie avoids. Unfortunately, environmental biologist Devon Weber doesn't
play by Leslie's rules. Two women whose lives turned out far differently than they'd once imagined discover that sometimes the
shape of the future can only be found in the past-and love is strongest When Dreams Tremble.

The fifth in the saga of the Provincetown Tales. The winds of fortune are fickle guides…and happiness or heartbreak may
be the destination. For Provincetown local Deo Camara, the only winds that have ever blown her way have been cold
and lonely, and she doesn't expect things to improve when she is drawn into a family crisis against her will. Despite a
decade of estrangement, however, Deo can't turn her back on the call of blood, no matter how high the price in
heartache. Dr. Bonita Burgoyne is pleased with the changes she's made in her life…she has a rewarding new job and is
looking forward to renovating the historic sea captain's house she has just purchased. She's content, and that's all she
needs to be, or so she thinks until she hires Deo to head up the renovations. They have nothing in common except a
shared legacy of betrayal by those they'd trusted the most, and an impossible attraction they would both prefer to ignore.
Meanwhile, Bonita's new associate Dr. Tory King and her partner, Reese Conlon, must cero with the aftermath of the
winds of war and the approaching fury of a very real gathering storm.
A mysterious newcomer, a reclusive doctor, and a troubled gay teenager learn about love, friendship, and trust during
one tumultuous summer in Provincetown. Reese Conlon, LtCol USMCR, is the new sheriff who has heads turning amidst
speculation as to who will be the first woman to capture her attentions. Doctor Victoria King has been betrayed by love
once and refuses to risk heartbreak again. Brianna Parker, the teenaged daughter of Reese's chief, fears her father’s
wrath when he learns that she loves another girl. As these three women struggle to live and love in freedom, they risk
their hearts and souls to give one another a Safe Harbor.
A Prequel to In Pursuit of Justice. Michael Lassiter, a theoretical design executive, is about to wage war on the corporate
battlefield as she fights to maintain control of her company in the midst of divorce. She hires JT Sloan, an internet
security consultant, to protect her most important asset—her dreams and visions, which are suddenly vulnerable within the
corporate computer system. Sloan, a brilliant cybersleuth who steadfastly avoids emotional commitments, shares a
painful, secret past with her associate and friend, Jason McBride. Sarah Martin, a gentle practitioner of eastern medicine,
searches for a way to heal a damaged soul. These four very different individuals, each wounded by personal betrayal,
find their lives becoming ever more inextricably bound as they struggle to trust, and to love, again.
Part of the Erotic Alphabet series of steamy stories - small, discreet and perfect gifts. Editor Alison Tyler asked for stories
that were hot and fast, dark and dirty. The writers didn't disappoint. In Radcylffe's Sweet No More a young dyke visits a
sex club for the first time, hoping to live out her fantasies. In Roberta's In the Hold, what starts as a bit of frivolous role
play for Amy and her married lover veers into dangerous territory when his wife arrives to claim what's hers...
The fourth in the Honor Series When you're the president's daughter and the closest thing the country has to a first lady,
your life is never really your own. When you're the woman charged to guard the first daughter, and you also happen to be
her lover, every moment of every day is filled with challenges—and a mistake could cost you everything. Unbeknownst to
either Blair Powell or Secret Service agent Cameron Roberts, they are at the center of a conspiracy that will rock the
world when a net of violence and death draws down upon them and the nation. In a journey that begins on the streets of
Paris's Left Bank and culminates in a wild flight for their lives, the president's daughter and those who are sworn to
protect her wage a desperate struggle for survival.
First in the Justice Series. Special Crimes Unit investigator Detective Sergeant Rebecca Frye is attempting to solve a
series of sexual assaults and running into dead ends at every turn. Finally, she has a break in the case–a witness–one
person who may help her bring a madman to justice. But, the witness is a victim herself and Rebecca must convince the
injured woman's physician, Dr. Catherine Rawlings, to assist her–a task that will force both women to confront their own
darkest fears. Amidst professional conflicts and a growing mutual attraction, the two women become reluctant allies in
the battle to stop the perpetrator before he strikes again.
The sixth in the Honor Series With the nation on the verge of war, security takes on new meaning for Secret Service
Agent Cameron Roberts, whose lover just happens to be the President’s daughter. First daughter Blair Powell and her
“secret” Secret Service agent lover, Cameron Roberts, intend to get married—with her father’s blessing. But being in the
spotlight isn’t the safest place to be in a country still reeling from 9/11 and with the domestic terrorists who tried to
assassinate Blair still at large. Cam doesn’t want to give up the reins of control when Blair’s life is at stake, but there are
other dangers at home and abroad that the President needs her to investigate—including the whereabouts of her previous
lover—Valerie Ross. The next in the Honor series is novel of romance and intrigue in a world gone mad.
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When just one happy ending is not enough... An anthology of passionate, sensual love stories about falling in love, being
in love, and celebrating the love between women of every age—yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Discover the passion,
the thrill, and the heartwarming satisfaction of love time and again with the tales from today's best-selling romance
writers: Ali Vali, Cate Culpepper, Clifford Henderson, Erin Dutton, Gabrielle Goldsby, Gill McNight, Gun Brooke, JD
Glass, Jennifer Harris, Jlee Meyer, Jove Belle, Julie Cannon, Kim Baldwin, Larkin Rose, Lee Lynch, Lisa Girolami,
Meghan O'Brien, Merry Shannon, MJ Williamz, Nell Stark, Rachel Spangler, and Radclyffe. Editors Stacia Seaman and
Radclyffe have edited five previous anthologies together, including the Lambda Literary winner Erotic Interludes 2: Stolen
Moments and the Independent Publishers Gold medal winner, Erotic Interludes 5: Road Games.
Three women caught in a web of secrets and dark desires— Rooke Tyler lives a solitary life in a small town on the Hudson River, carving
intricate headstones in an exclusive cemetery for the county's wealthy families. At night she pours her dreams and desires into the figures
she sculpts—waiting for the woman she senses in the stone. Adrian Oakes knows there are things in life that defy rational explanation—she
has spent her life avoiding casual contact with others, because sometimes what she feels draws her into a world of dangerous attractions and
dark desires. Melinda Singer, a beautiful seductive art dealer, wants both women and will stop at nothing to have them. When fate brings the
three together, passion and destiny ignite.
The 'Taboo Inc. Sex Mix 4' is brought to you by your favorite erotica authors. This 20 story collection features sinful virgins, seductive MILFs,
depraved threesomes, naughty breeding fun and thirsty lactation sessions between men and women and their inexperienced opposites. This
Adults Only bundle comprises over 88,000 words of descriptive, well written, spine-tingling erotica that you'll have to read alone. There's
something for everyone - don't miss out! 1. Boss's Office Milk 2. Brat's Milky Cocktail 3. He Drinks My Milkshake 4. My Forbidden Milking 5.
She Put Him In My A** 6. They St*etch*d Me Open 7. Me & His Wife Catch Him Stroking 8. Fun In The Fitting Room 9. I Need His Hot Love
10. My Virgin Stablehand 11. Claiming My Male Secretary 12. I Claimed Him by the Pool 13. Br*d In His Woodshop 14. His H*rd L*ngth in My
Virgin S*x 15. Filled by Him After Ballet 16. Inside Me On The Big Wheel 17. Bursting With Milk 18. Milked For A Bet 19. Wet N*rsing Him 20.
My Sw*llen Chest Needs Milking erotic bundle, older man, new adult college girl, coed, brats, may december, age difference, age gap,
deflowered, banged, claimed, breeding, impregnation, submission, unprotected sex, cheating, sharing, filthy, forbidden, explicit, neighbor,
smut, ffm, mmf, threesome, group, dp, gang, seduction, sensual, ebook (virgin, virgin erotica, virgin bundle, virgin collection, erotica bundle,
erotica collection, erotica, bundle, collection, series, first time, first time bundle, first time virgin, first time erotica, first time collection, breeding,
breeding erotica, breeding bundle, breeding collection, lactation, lactation erotica, lactation collection, lactation bundle, milking, milking
erotica, milking bundle, milking collection, milf, milf erotica, milf collection, milf bundle, threesome, threesome erotica, threesome bundle,
threesome collection, sex, sex erotica, sex bundle, sex collection, xxx, xxx bundle, xxx collection, xxx series, hardcore, unprotected, hardcore
erotica, hardcore sex))
The Fifth in the Honor Series In the chaotic aftermath of 9/11, Secret Service agent Cameron Roberts and her lover, first daughter Blair
Powell, must contend with recriminations from within the government and danger from without as they struggle to uncover those who
betrayed the nation and nearly claimed Blair’s life. The hunt for those who betrayed the nation is a very personal quest for Secret Service
agent Cameron Roberts because the traitors targeted her lover. Her search takes her deep into the shadow worlds of counter-intelligence
where even a friend might be a foe. While Cam struggles to uncover the traitor’s trail, Blair wages her own war to prevent the woman she
loves from becoming a scapegoat during the chaotic aftermath of 9/11. Not just honor, but their future together, is on the line as Blair and
Cam join forces with their loyal friends to strike back at the terrorists.
Turn down the lights and crawl into the pages of Cum For Me, a sizzling, hot, collection of urban erotica that will leave you wet and panting as
we fulfill your sexual Obsession with one mouth-watering story after another. The forbidden desires of these sensuous characters will lead
you on a sensual vacation that cul-minates into an explosive Island Lust. And as the Seductress sets out to fulfill her freakiest dreams, you
will discover when it comes to good, hard sex, it's Never Enough! Along the path of this sex odyssey, a challenge will be issued in the
bedroom: Can Redd Ride? The answer to that will cause you to have multiple Wet Memories as you find yourself Caught In a Fantasy and
Craving His Touch. Best Selling, street lit author Ca$h concludes this powerfully orgasmic anthology with a thugged-out erotic tale, A Long
Time Cummin' that will wet your appetite for more hardcore orgasms. So, now the question is: Will you Cum For Me?
Third in the Justice Series. In a shadow world of secrets, lies, and hidden agendas, Detective Sergeant Rebecca Frye and her lover, Dr.
Catherine Rawlings, join forces once again in the elusive search for justice. Rebecca is aided in her struggle to uncover a pornography ring
and expose its connections to a traitor within the police department by a rag-tag team of dedicated cops and civilians: JT Sloan, a cybersleuth
who is committed to avenging her lover’s devastating injury and walks the fine line between justice and revenge; Dellon Mitchell, a young
police officer who discovers an unforeseen talent for undercover work; and Sandy, a prostitute who develops an unexpected passion for
cops. Ultimately, this secret investigation may risk not just their careers, but may cost one of them their life.
H Is for Hardcore
The first in the Honor series, Above All, Honor introduces single-minded Secret Service Agent Cameron Roberts and the woman she is sworn
to protect—Blair Powell, the daughter of the President of the United States. Cam’s duty is her life -- and the only thing that keeps her from selfdestructing under the unbearable weight of her own deep personal tragedy. However, she hasn’t counted on the fact that the beautiful, willful
first daughter will do anything in her power to escape the watchful eyes of her protectors, including seducing the agent in charge. Both
women struggle with long-hidden secrets and dark passions as they are forced to confront their growing attraction amidst the escalating
danger drawing ever closer to Blair. From the dark shadows of rough trade bars in Greenwich Village to the elite galleries of Soho, each must
balance duty with desire and, ultimately, choose between love and honor.
One of the best overviews of the anime phenomenon, its history and cultural significance, ideal for surveys and in-depth study.
"Hardcore Sexy Stories, Volume 1: Exxxtra Hot!" is a steamy collection of ten short stories from Emmy Award winning and bestselling author
Kitty Norton. The hottest tales of casual hookups and no-strings-attached dirty sex...encounters that may just be for the night, or may lead to
romance and happily-ever-afters. "Hardcore Sexy Stories" is a great sampler of Kitty's steamy erotica series including works from her
Threesome Confessions Series, Sex Around The World Series, Letters of Lust Series, Bible Study Bad Girls Series and the Steamy
Romance Quickies Series. Stories included in this collection: 1. Swedish Farm Girl's First Time - Essential reading for fans of FFM, first time
stories, lesbian hookups and naughty threesomes. There’s a first time for everything… 2. Bible Study Girls Gone Bad - Welcome to a world so
hot it may just be hell, with pleasure so intense it might just be heaven...be sure to say your prayers! 3. The Slut Next Door - Will good girl
Courtney run from this tempting discovery that could destroy her life, or will she open the dorm door to dangerous lesbian passions that will
rock her world? 4. Quaranteen - A story of taboo romance! In a world gripped by a pandemic, all rules are off. 5. The Cop's Kitty: Lesbian
Lust - If being sexy was a crime, she'd be guilty as charged... 6. Spooky Sluts And Halloween Hotties - Sexy confessions…uncensored! The
best letters from Kitty's readers. 7. Cam Girls For Christ - Love the sinner…and the sin. How far would you go to spread the Word? Sinning
never felt so good! 8. Trashy Groupie Girl - She likes kinky sex, danger...and rock 'n' roll! 9. Christmas In Carolina - It's a sexy southern
Christmas, y'all! Come spend the holiday inside something warm... 10. A Wild Night In Berlin - A global adventure of raunchy sex in exotic
lands… Please note: All sexually active characters in this fictional work are 18 years of age or older. All acts of a sexual nature are completely
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consensual between adults.
Sex has shaped the Internet from the very beginning. In the process, the Internet has also brought about a plethora of new sexual
possibilities, opened new markets for the entrepreneurs of pornography, challenged the boundaries of social institutions, exposed precarious
moral dynamics, and created a novel arena for asking important questions about the people who may or may not be grounded in this
emerging matrix of computer-mediated meaning. This book takes stock of these changes. Drawing from some of the most notable works
written on the subject and original contributions from experts in the field, Net.SeXXX explores the dynamics of Internet sex, entertains
implications and consequences, critically examines key conclusions, and raises new questions.
During the 1960s, a bushel of B–movies were produced and aimed at the predominantly teenage drive-in movie audience. At first teens
couldn’t get enough of the bikini-clad beauties dancing on the beach or being wooed by Elvis Presley, but by 1966 young audiences became
more interested in the mini-skirted, go-go boot wearing, independent-minded gals of spy spoofs, hot rod movies and biker flicks. Profiled
herein are fifty sexy, young actresses that teenage girls envied and teenage boys desired including Quinn O’Hara, Melody Patterson, Hilarie
Thompson, Donna Loren, Pat Priest, Meredith MacRae, Arlene Martel, Cynthia Pepper, and Beverly Washburn. Some like Sue Ane Langdon,
Juliet Prowse, Marlyn Mason, and Carole Wells, appeared in major studio productions while others, such as Regina Carrol, Susan Hart,
Angelique Pettyjohn and Suzie Kaye were relegated to drive-in movies only. Each biography contains a complete filmography. Some also
include the actresses’ candid comments and anecdotes about their films, the people they worked with, and their feelings about acting. A list
of web sites that provide further information is also included.
This bold and original book examines in detail a relatively new genre of film--the erotic thriller. Linda Ruth Williams traces the genre's
exploitation of pornography and noir, discusses mainstream stars (including Michael Douglas and Sharon Stone) as well as genre-branded
direct-to-video stars, charts the work of key producers and directors, and considers home videos as a distinct form of viewing pleasure. She
maps the history of the genre, analyzing hundreds of movies from blockbusters such as Basic Instinct, Fatal Attraction, and In the Cut to
straight-to-video film titles such as Carnal Crimes, Sins of Desire, and Night Eyes. Williams's witty and illuminating readings tell the story of
this sensational genre and contribute to the analysis of mainstream screen sex--and its censorship--at the beginning of the 21st century. She
shows that as the erotic thriller plays out the sexual fantasies of contemporary America, it also provides a vehicle for marketing those
fantasies globally.
"Hardcore Sexy Stories, Volume 2: Wet And Wild!" is a steamy collection of ten short stories from Emmy Award winning and bestselling
author Kitty Norton. The hottest tales of casual hookups and no-strings-attached dirty sex...encounters that may just be for the night, or may
lead to romance and happily-ever-afters. "Hardcore Sexy Stories" is a great sampler of Kitty's steamy erotica series including works from her
Threesome Confessions Series, Sex Around The World Series, Letters of Lust Series, Bible Study Bad Girls Series and the Steamy
Romance Quickies Series. Stories included in this collection: 1. Her Secret Threesome - A dangerous cocktail of steamy sex and taboo
dreams: all the ingredients for a secret threesome...are you brave enough to swallow? 2. Open After Hours - Will the girl at the grocery store
stay open after hours? Get ready for a clean up...on Aisle 3-Some! 3. Tempting Teens And Taboo Dreams - Sexy confessions…uncensored!
The best letters from Kitty's readers. 4. O Come, All Ye Faithful - Gathered to worship on Christmas Eve, this group of young Christians finds
themselves wanting to worship…each other! 5. Winter Is So Basic - Maybe Brittany is basic. But is that such a bad thing? Is her basicness a
turn-on or a deal-breaker for her uber cool Danish boss, Aksel Christiansen? 6. Honor The Sabbath And Keep It Horny - The Fourth
Commandment is to honor the Sabbath and keep it holy…but what happens when you’re just too damn horny? 7. Naughty Nympho New
Year's Party - When a naughty nymphomaniac makes a list of new year's resolutions, the whole gang wins! 8. WWJD: Willa Wants Jason's D
- Get ready for a seductive, sinful ride to the dark side of lust and temptation. Sinning never felt so good! 9. Meow Chicka Meow Meow Come take a joyride of pure passion, lust and sinful pleasures... 10. A Wild Night In Prague - A global adventure of raunchy sex in exotic
lands… Please note: All sexually active characters in this fictional work are 18 years of age or older. All acts of a sexual nature are completely
consensual between adults.
As fast-paced and engrossing as any hockey game, Game Misconduct sizzles hot enough to melt ice. Bianca Sommerland definitely scores
with this captivating, erotic read.~ Cherise Sinclair Author of Club Shadowlands and Queen of BDSM Romance Night owl Reviews TOP
PICK!- Game Misconduct was an amazing read. I absolutely loved it. I fell in love with the characters from the very beginning.~Tigger9 Give
me more Bianca any day! And I will buy her books till I go into the poor house. Expertly executed BDSM play! And you will not be
disappointed as a hockey fan, or a BDSM aficionado.~ Sir’s Kitten-Kinky Book Reviews Ms. Summerland is an amazing writer, immersing
you into a dark and dangerous world and making you completely emotionally attached to the characters. With a delicious storyline and kinky
characters outside of the norm, Game Misconduct pushes you outside of your comfort zone and rewards your submission with phenomenally
erotic sex. If you're a fan of hardcore BDSM, then this book is going to top your list of must reads!~ Silla Beaumont-Just Erotic Romance This
book is packed with lots of steamy scenes, some edgy BDSM play and several menage encounters. The relationship between Oriana and her
men goes beyond casual play partners to something deeper. While I’m not a polyamory fan myself, I think Ms. Sommerland handled the
outcome of this unique situation very well. GAME MISCONDUCT is a fabulous start to The Dartmouth Cobras series!~Diana-The Forbidden
Bookshelves Ms Sommerland takes us on an extremely incredible journey as we watch Oriana’s master her own sexuality. She comes to
realize that there is more out there that she craves and desires, than she has ever realized.~ Rhayne-Guilty Pleasures The game has always
cast a shadow over Oriana Delgado's life. She should hate the game. But she doesn't. The passion and the energy of the sport is part of her.
But so is the urge to drop the role of the Dartmouth Cobra owner's 'good daughter' and find a less...conventional one. Playmaker, Max
Perron, never expected a woman to accept him and his twisted desires. Oriana came close, but he wasn't surprised when she walked away.
A girl like her needs normal. Which he can't give her. He's too much of a team player, and not just on the ice. But then Oriana's father goes
too far in trying to control her and she decides to use exposure as blackmail. Just the implication of her spending the night with the Cobra's
finest should get her father to back off. Turns out a team player is exactly what she needs.
Take three friends, add two ex-lovers and several new ones, then mix with more secrets than any of them know—and the result is a recipe for
explosive rivalries and incendiary romance. Attorney Liz Ramsey thought she had everything—a devoted partner, a challenging job, and plans
for a family in the making. Unfortunately, her life takes a turn, and she ends up alone and in the kind of trouble she never dreamed of. Then
she bumps into—literally— young surgeon Reilly Danvers, and life gets even more complicated. Liz's two best friends offer all the support she
needs, but they have secrets of their own. Candace Lory, a high-powered commodities trader and swinging playgirl, meets her match when
she hooks up with corporate attorney, Parker Jones. Brenda Beal, the only member of the group who hasn't slept with every available
woman, prefers to fantasize about a perfect lover, especially if she's obedient and willing to do anything Bren orders. A surprise birthday
outing and a dashing, dark-eyed submissive transform Bren's fantasies into reality and her dark secrets into delicious pleasures.
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